Research Safety Program (RSP) Laboratory Technical Assistance Visit for DEQ Inspection 2012
DEQ Requirement
1. All chemical waste bottles are capped in satellite storage areas (usually chemical fume hoods).
2. Chemical reagents prepared from stock are labeled and capped when not in use.

3. Chemical waste bottles bear the words “Hazardous Waste” on the label or are written on the container
(Prefer the use of the OHSU green “Hazardous waste” label).
4. No start date for waste collection on container. Start date will be added when picked up by EHRS.
5. List of contents and % of total volume of Hazardous Waste must be listed on container.
6. Hazardous Waste Container compatible with contents.

7. Solvents used in conjunction with equipment, such as HPLC, have caps on the bottles.

8. All liquids in containers separate from the original are labeled (i.e. a plastic beaker holding used motor
oil).
9. Universal waste buckets for batteries must have lids and are properly labeled as “Universal Waste.”
10. Stored chemical waste waiting for pick-up longer than 24 hours has secondary containment.

11. Laboratory members are knowledgeable about chemical spill response if asked to describe spill clean
up.
12. Lab members are aware to never say “I don’t know” when questioned about chemical waste or
unlabeled chemical reagents (identity of a chemical is always known, the process for waste storage and
removal is clearly outlined, etc.)
13. Satellite waste areas are designated with signage.

14. Hazardous waste does not look old or not added to recently.
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Comments

Handouts and Flyers/Safety Discussion Topics
Phone:

Laboratory Contact:
Building/Room #:
Laboratory Assistance Reviewer:

1. Discuss new requirements for testing and documentation for Eyewash stations. Provide
sign(s).
2. Chemical Drain Disposal Sign. Any questions for disposal of chemicals not on list?
https://ozone.ohsu.edu/ehrs/mh/pages/gen/nodump.shtml
3. Hazardous Waste Satellite Storage Area Sign(s).
4. Liquid Nitrogen Dewar Use and Safety Handout. Discuss options.

5. Cold room Storage Handout. Discuss storage of chemicals in the area.

6. Cold room Storage Sign. Note location of cold room used by laboratory.

Notes:
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